
On your way to the village of Oingt, classed as one of the prettiest villages in France, take a moment to visit other authentic 

golden stone villages: Jarnioux with its castle, Ville sur Jarnioux and Theizé with the castles of Rapetour and Rochebonne.

Enter Oingt through the Nizy portal, and roam the medieval streets with old fashioned names, where you may encounter 

renowned artists and artisans. Don’t forget to climb up the XIIth century dungeon tower, visit the castle chapel, which is 

now the church of St Mathew, the area dedicated to mechanical music has a beautiful collection of barrel organs and 

pianolas.

La table du Donjon 
64 petite rue du marché - 69620 Oingt
04 74 71 20 24
More up market but also with authentic 

homemade food,

or

Take a birds’ eye view of Beaujolais from Frontenas aerodrome (by plane or helicopter).

Take a coffe break at Château de Bagnols, a 13th century historic establishment, considered one of the most beautiful 

medieval hotels in the world!

On the way back, take time to admire the villages of Châtillon d’Azergues, Charnay, as well as the panoramic view point 

at the Tour Chappe in Marcy sur Anse, then go to Lachassagne with views overlooking the Saône valley.

Restaurant le Télégraphe 
69480 Marcy sur Anse - 04 74 60 24 73
Creative and traditional cuisine with local produce 

in the relaxing setting in the heart of the golden 

stones

-  Lunch at 5* luxury hotel Château de Bagnols, 

weekdays only.

-  In Anse: The lake at le Colombier with the miniature 
train, quad bike ride with Loisirs Motor Sport, Virtual 

reality with Destination VR, Diabolo ride in a 2CV, spa in 

the camping les Portes du Beaujolais,

-  In the golden stones aera: ride with Black Horse Saloon 
and visit artists workshops and boutiques in Oingt - 

Val d’Oingt, enjoy an outstanding spa at Château de 
Bagnols, rent electric scooters with E-SCAPE RIDE or on 

a mobylette with Mobylette Vintage in Frontenas  and 

take a balloon ride with Alti-Rêve in Bagnols.

ADMIRE THE VINEYARDS, ADMIRE THE HILLTOP VILLAGES BUILT IN OCHRE SHADES OF GOLDEN STONES.
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Restaurant Le Jardin Gourmand 
73 rue du Sophora - 69480 Ambérieux d’Azergues  
04 74 67 09 06
Gourmet table recommended in the Gault et 

Millau guide, with a shaded terrace

Domaine Jean Pierre Rivière - 520, chemin des Grands Taillis 69480 Lachassagne
Les + : boutique in the cellar, wide range of Beaujolais wines, visit with tasting with a reservation

 1   BEAUJOLAIS: AN EYEFUL OF GOLD !
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